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ABSTRACT: l'ie study the interr>retation of the CERN rr.onojet and 

e jet + missing energy events in terres of a new _, 
triplet of colol· octet vector bosons, \•'a·· \'-ie show 

that they should also aP~ear in photon-jet final sta

tes that will provide a clear signature on the exis

tence of the W 8 • 

..... ~-
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The discovery of thew±, Z at CERN1 ) have rePresented 
an impre::;sive advance in the experimental test of the standard 
model. However, the appearence of some unexpected events in the 

same experiments where thew±, Z have been discovered 2 ) suggests 

that new physics might also be present. In this sense, models 

where thew±, z are composite particles offer an atractive sce

nario where these strange events could arise in a simple way. 

In these models, the SU{2)xU{l) theory of electroweak interac

tions is nothing but an effective theory describing an inter

action remnant of the hypercolor force that bounds the consti

tuents to form a w± or a z. Until now, however,the problems en
countered whe~ building a realistic composite model have been 

jnsourrrountable . For this reason, the study of the rher.ar.enolo

gical implications of the idea of compositeness, without rely

ing on any esoecific model, is of g~eat interest. 

In this note we discuss the recent paper of Gounaris 
and Nicolaidis 3 ) where an interpretation of the CERN mcnoje( and 

e jet+missing energy events is 9roposed in terms of the produc
tion of a new colored vector boson {W 8 ) • This partj.cle appears 

+ naturally in models where the constituents of the 1d-, Z carry 

color. In particular, if we assume that the constituents are 

color triplets 4), they can be bounded in color sinalet states, 

corresponding to the usual weak bosons, or in a color octet sta

te corresponding to the new colored weak boson. In the absence 
+ -of color and electromagnetic interactions the t·r, z and W 6 are 

expected to be degenerate in mass, but color forces spli_t the 

masses causing the octet to be more massive than the singlet. 

Using a nonrclativistic potenti~l model one obtains that the 
-+ 5 6 i mass of the W8 is roughly given by ' ' 

- ~ 3 M{\;' 8 ) = M(W) + 2 o: 8 Ah , (1) 

where o:s is the strong coupling constant and Ah 
of the hypercolor interaction. Using o: 8 -0.l and 

one finds 

M(~\) 150 - 230 GeV, 

is the scale 

Ah-0.5-1 TeV6 ) 

(2) 
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In or-.~•"21- ::<:- 1·eoroducc ~he lm11 energy neutra l-cu:rrent 

phenomcnoloay \vo. osnume a 0lobal su (2) symmetry broken by a y-\1/ 3 

mixing (.J.r.alO<JOt"-:1 to the y-p 0 mixinq that aooeurs i11 h.:.~dronic 

phenomcnolor!y) described by the laqrangian 8 ' 9 ' 10 ) 

L <= _2:_ A F w3 

yH 3 2 \1 v \1 v 
(3) 

where F n1 3 ) is· the photon (W 3) field and A is a mixinq para-
~!V \1\1 . 11) -

meter thu.t has lo be determined. Using Q 2 -duality and assum-

ing· that the r.1a~.;s of the first excited state of the W is much 
-> 

larger than tiie mass of the H (l-"1~, >>t·lt$l, so that one can safely 

take into account only the W contribution, the mass and coupling 

contant of the ncutra:'.. \rector boson to fermion nairs are s.::.i ':'t-

ed accorL:inc; to 

" 
Mw 

·-z ----
1- )_' 

(4) 

and 
q 

a, ~ -----
11-AJ 

( 5) 

which arc c-xo.ctly the sarrtt) cxnres;3ions as these of th·~ s+:..anGard 

model if \''e take 

A = sinCy.,1 (6) 

It is interesting to note that, due to the fact that 

the w:-y and w;-g mixings ere forbidden by color conservation 

and the assumed global SU(2) synunctry, respectively, the \~e arc 

degenerate in mass. 

+ 
'l'hc main couplings a-: the h' 

8 
will be to qq ;J<::i.r·s a::C. 

+ 'I to t,·:a. ~'o::m..ring Gounaris ar..d ~icolaiC.is- •.ve shall '::a~e for 

the lagrangians describing these counlings 

L, -g ;:~a JU 
8 ;1 a 

(7) 

L =-a w wo.G)JV_a' £ WPWVc).ce 
2 ~B ~ v a - B ~ vAo a (8) 

Vlherc a=-1, .•• ,8 is the color index and the ouar~ current J~ is 
a 

given by 

+ la ..,.!.! - T u 
(9) J a = a qL 2 -2- ·r CL 

.,...._ 
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\vhcrc' a i.s a mo~·~cl c~cncndcnt constant of order 1. Fer dcfini t

ne~;s \oJC \,·U 1 take~ i11 all our ntl!ncrical cil.lculations ao::/(, 3 ' G). 

• + 
'l'here is also a counling N8 W8q, but it will be ignor-

cd bccaL<sc it is not relevant for o1.·esent ener0y phenomenoloqy. 

He can now interorct the CERN monojet and e jet+mis-
• -sing energy events in te1.·ms of \V 6 production by oo collisions 

th1.·ough the cha5.ns 

OC! 4 W ~ 4 Zg 4 W g· 

(10) 
+ + + qq 4 w; ..,. w-g ..,. e-vg, 

rcspectj_vely (Fig. la). The total cross sections for these nro

cesses are given by 

a a =}j'd,)f'd:[q.i.(x)qj (T /x)+(i·Hj)]o~(T s), 
0 ' 

lll) 

where qi(x) is the distriL>ution function of c;uarks i in the nrc

ton (we have taken the same distribution function for auark i in 

the ~raton as for antiouark i in the anti~roton), o! are the 

cross sections at the parton level and T=~ is the ratio between - s 
the squared C.M. energy of the colliding quarks to the squared 

C.H. enerqy of the colliding :9rotons. In our calculation we have 

used the distribution functions given by Glt1ck, Hoffr:1unn and 

Reya 12
), that are valid until very high energies and take into 

account scalinq violation effects. 

The evolution of the cross-sections is strai~r~Ttfor

ward using eqs. (7), (8) and (11). The results obtained fe>r /S 

=540 GeV arc 

o (pi) .... w~X-+W±g+X-+e±vq+X) -::. J.. 9xlcf 2 nb 

(2) 

o(p~ .... w!+X+Zg+X..,.v~+X) ~ l.Qx1~2 nb , 

where the kincrr-.a.tical cuts anplied by lll\1 and lll\2
2 ) in their 

an::tlyses of t~e data have been considered. V..'e have taken M
8

z 

"'160 GcV for the mass of the W8 , as suqgested by the dataJ.J) 

__.._ ~ ~ 
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and' g 2 =g 2 =a 2 -!-4Ct' 2 
· 8 "'B ·')_t ' 

~vhcre g is the standard model \veak counlinq 

constant (g::oO.GS), 
+ + 

because the hypcrcolor structure of W and W8 

(in the absence of color forces) are the same. Since the inte

grated luminosity is -200 nb·1 (includinq both experiments), the 

expected numbc•r of events are 

# events (e± jet ?T) = 3-4 

(13) 

# events (jet PT) = 2 

where }!T stand::; for transverse missing energy. It is interes

ting to note that the dependence of the cross sections {12) on 

the applied kinematical cuts is very small. So, a release of 

these cuts would not modify the obtained number of events. 

When com~aring e<;. {13) with the exocrimental data 

one sees that the order of magnitude of tho expected number of 

events is in good agreement with the data, although the predic-
+ 

tion of a number of e- jet+missinq energy events larger than 

the number .of monojet events does not seen to be fulfilled by 

the data. The accumulated statistics, ho>~·ever, is very poor to 

stress a definite conclusion on this subject. In order to allow 

for a cornparison with the data from the new collider run we 

have evaluated the cross-section for processes (10) at v5=630 

GeV, 

o <pP-+w!+x·>w±g+X-+e±vg+X) e: 2. 4xlO - 2 nb 

(14) 

o (pp-+w 
8 

3 +X-+Zg+X-+vVg+X) e: 1. 6x10~2 nb 

and, also, we have plotted the gluon anqular· distribution in 

the pp center of mass system (Fig. 2) for the rronojet e·.rc.n.ts. 

Further tests of this scenario can be provided by 

the study of photon-jet final states in oP collisions. Indeed, 

when applying the W3 -y mixing mechanism to eq. (8) one obtains, 

in addition to the already discussed W~Z1 vertex, a W~yg inter

action given by 

.3a TJ"' f.l Jv Aoa. 
L 3 = -gnAAlJh'V Go: -gBA£llVAoA W0 G (15) 
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where l\ 11 i :; tllC' t:Jholon ficlCI. Thus, we can calculate the cross

section fur tl11:.: pn)(:r...•ss nf)·•h't~+X·}yg+X (Piq. lb)" without introduc

ing any n.~v.· free p.:n:amct.cr. The results turn out to be 

a (!Jj;~H~+X->yg+X) lxl0' 2 nb for IS=S40 GeV 

(16) 

o'(pf)->t'll!+X-+yg+X) = 1.4x10.2 nb for 15=630 GeV. 

So, the expected number of photon-jet events is rouqhly the 

same as the exnectcd number of monojet events. It must be no

ted that this is a consequence of the assumed qlobal SU(2) sym

metry und its breaking Dechanism through a W3 -y mixincr, and, 

thus, it ,-.ill be a common fact to all the models where the weak 

interaction is considered as a residual interaction and the mo

nojet events are interpr~ted as vV+jet final states, with the 

vV bein9 the decay product of a z. TheW~ production, however, 

can be tested using the angular distribl.ttion of the y-jet 

events, which is predicted to be nroportional to (l-cos 2 0) in 

the ~p center of mass system. 

In conclusion, the recently discovered CERN monojet 

and e jet+missing energy events can be considered as a prelimi-
+ 

nary indication of the existence of new particles, W9 , that 

arise in u natural way in a large class of composite models. The 

low accumulated statistics, however, does not allow to stress 

any definite conclusion and further tests are needed. This can 

be achieved by studying the ~hoton-jet events, which are predic

ted to appear in roughly the same number as the monoj et -events 

and would provide a clear w! signature. 

The author is grateful to R.D. Peccei and K. Hagiwara 

for many useful discussions and to A. Braman for critical reading 

of the manuscript. The author also aknowledges the kind hospita

lity extended to him by the DESY Theory Group. 
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FIGUFE CAPTIONS 

Fig._l.- Feynman diagrams for 

- + 3 + + -a) pp~w;<wa)+X+w-(Z)q+X+e-v(vv)giX 

b) pi)+'IV!+X+yg+X 

~-- Gluon angular distribution in the pp center of mass 

system for the monojet events. 
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